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Summary
This paper reports on a project that aims to develop an online
open courseware for English-Japanese interpretation training at
university. The main module of the courseware consists of four
parts: Part 1 Language Enhancement Exercises, Part 2 Introduction to Simultaneous Interpreting, Part 3 Introduction to
Consecutive Interpreting, and Part 4 Lectures in Interpreting
and Translation Theories.

Module 1 Program Sequence and
Objectives
Figs 3 and 4 show recommended program sequences and objectives of the SI and CI sub-modules respectively. The materials are
arranged in such a way that their task complexity and cognitive
demands are gradually increased as students proceed.
The flowchart shows
a recommended
program sequence
for the SI part of the
program. The first 3
sessions are meant
to help students
understand what they
will be doing in the
course, and set their
personal objectives
and goals. This is
followed by a series
of intensi ve training
session. Standard
method of exercise
and suggested
variations are also
described briefly.

The courseware is also accompanied by Interpreter Training
Online Database which currently contains about 20 GB of video
and audio training materials that can be accessed at anytime
by authorized users via the Internet. The database is for
advanced students and constitutes Module 2 of the courseware.
As far as we know, the proposed courseware is the only fullfledged open courseware for interpretation training in the
language pair of English and Japanese as of today. The
courseware comes with an easy-to-use original media
player/recorder to assist students with their practice in simultanenous and consecutive interpreting. We believe that both
students and instructors around the world will find the
courseware useful, and hope that it will help bridge the gaps
between theory and practice in this important area of pedagogy.

Purposes
The purposes of this project are: (1) to establish theory-based
guidelines for interpreter training and pedagogy within the
context of university education, and (2) to develop hybrid
courseware that can be used both online and offline according
to the need of learners and instructors worldwide.

Fig. 4 Program sequence and objectives – CI Module

The courseware we have developed is based on the teaching
materials this author has been using and updating over the past
20 years since around 1994. The language pair is English and
Japanese, but the basic pedagogical framework is applicable to
any language pair.
Module 1 of the courseware consists of four parts (see the
summary section above) that are to be covered in two
semesters. It forms a core text of the 4-year training program.
Fig. 1 shows the toppage of this online module. Fig. 2 shows
part of the index (i.e. table of contents) page.

The courseware is equipped with many new features including
an interactive BBS where students can ask questions or exchange their views with classmates, online exam (i.e. proficiency
test) pages, and a JAVA-based built-in voice recorder (Fig. 7).
We have also developed a stand-alone digital player/recorder
(Fig. 8), with which students can practice both SI and CI without requiring other expensive equipment or special classroom
environment such as a CALL system or an interpreter’s booth.

Built-in Voice Recorder (JAVA applet):
Students can record their voice simply by
clicking on the red button (while listening to
the video played on the embedded Windows
media player). The recording is automatically
saved on the designated server and can be
replayed instantly on demand.

Fig. 3 Program sequence and objectives – SI Module
The flowchart shows
a recommended
program sequecne
for the CI part of the
program. The focus of
the current program
is on the acquisition
of notetaking skills.
The exercises are
theory‐based , and
the notes taken by
students are always
compared with
“Model Notes” to
find out recurring
problems and there‐
by set learning
targets for the follow‐
ing exercise sessions.

The Courseware : Module 1 –
Introduction to Interpreter Training

Advanced Technical Features

Module 2 – Interpreter Training Online
Database
Figs 5 and 6 show the toppage of the Interpreter Training Online
Database (Module 2) and the index (i.e. table of contents) page
thereof respectively.
Fig. 5 Toppage of the
Interpreter Training
Online Database
(Module 2)

Fig. 1 Toppage of
the Online course‐
ware (Module 1)
This module is
currently password
protected for security
reasons, but will be
made accessible to
non‐registered users
upon request (Also
see The Network and
Accessibily section and
the Future Prospects
section).

Fig. 2
Table of Contents
Theory Module
(Lecture Materials)

This module is currently
password protected for
security reasons, but
will be made accessible
to non‐registered users
upon request. (Also see
The Network and
Accesssibily section and
the Future Prospects
section).

This built‐in voice
recorder makes it
possible to record
students’ voice (i.e.
SI or CI perfor‐
mances online
without launching
external recording
tools. The audio
files are automa‐
tically saved on the
designated server
and can be played
back instantly. The
files can also be
downloaded locally
for submission to
the instructor.

Fig. 7 Built‐in Voice Recorder
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This stand‐alone
digital recorder/
player has been
developed for
interpreting
practice purposes
in both SI and CI,
and is provided
free of charge as
public domain
software.
Distribution of the
software will begin
by the end of 2014.

Fig. 8 Stand‐alone Digital Player/Recorder for SI and CI Training

Network and Accessibility
The courseware, which is currently password protected and
stored in KU’s contents server (Fig. 9), has been in use in both
undergraduate and graduate interpreting courses at Kansai
University, Osaka, Japan via the KU’s intranet system. The
courseware, or at least a major portion of it, however, will be
made available as Open Courseware to other institutions and
students learning interpreting via the Internet as soon as some
of the technical as well as copyright problems are cleared.

Fig. 6
Table of Contents
The database currently
contains a total of 110
interpreting tasks, of
which Nos. [001A] to
[047A] are audio
materials and Nos.
[001V] to [063V] video
materials of various
topics and lengths.

Fig. 9 Access to the courseware via KU’s intranet and the Internet

※Most of the materials

Part 1. Language
Enhancement
Exercises (Units 1
thru 6)

The theory sub-module (Part 4) contains various lecture
materials covering both interpreting and translation theories.
The recommended program sequences and teaching
objectives of Part 2 (Introduction to Simultaneous Interpreting)
and Part 3 (Introduction to Consecutive Interpreting) are
described in the next section.

in this database are
copyright protected and,
therefore, can only be
used by the registered
students of Kansai
University. Some of
them, however, are in
the public domain and
can be used by anyone
who has given a limited
access privilege to the
database, depending on
the local law covering
copyright issues.

Future Prospects
The courseware (Modules 1 and 2) is already in operation, but
some more time is needed until we can put it in the public
domain for free access worldwide. We are hoping to do so by
the end of 2015 or earlier. In the meantime, interested users
can access a portion of the program under a special licence
agreement. We are also planning to import the current courseware to other language pairs such as Japanese/Chinese,
Japanese/Korean, Japanese/Spanish and so on, using the
same theoretical framework on which the current system is
based. The development of trilingual courseware (i.e. J & E,
Plus One) is also being discussed.
.
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